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Abstract
We investigate the inventory service metric known as the fill rate—the proportion of demand that is
immediately fulfilled from inventory. The task of finding analytical solutions for general cases is
complicated by a range of factors including; correlation in demand, double counting of backlogs, and
proper treatment of negative demand. In the literature, two approximate approaches are often
proposed. Our contribution is to present a new fill rate measure for normally distributed, autocorrelated, and possibly negative demand. We treat negative demand as returns. Our approach also
accounts for accumulated backlogs. The problem reduces to identifying the minimum of correlated
normally distributed bivariate random variables. There exists an exact solution, but it has no closed
form. However, the solution is amenable to numerical techniques, and we present a custom Microsoft
Excel function for practical use. Numerical investigations reveal that the new fill rate is more robust
than previous measures. Existing fill rate measures are likely to cause excessive inventory investment,
especially when fill rate targets are modest, a strongly positive or negative autocorrelation in demand
is present, or negative demands exist. Our fill rate calculation ensures that the target fill rate is
achieved without excessive inventory investments.
Key words: Fill rate, Order-up-to policy, ARMA (1,1) demand, Negative demand.
Highlights


Presents a fill rate for normally distributed, auto-correlated, possibly negative demand



Solution is based on finding the minimum of bivariate correlated normal random variables



A comparison with two popular fill rate measures is conducted



An Excel Add-in allows practitioners easy access to the theoretical results
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1.

Introduction

The fill rate is a popular measure of inventory service in high volume industries as it directly measures
the customer’s experience of demand fulfilment. The fill rate is defined as the proportion of demand
fulfilled directly from inventory (Silver, Pyke and Peterson, 1998: p245; Sobel, 2004; Axsäter, 2000:
p57). However, this simple definition hides technical details that are often overlooked. In particular
there are issues with; double counting of backlogs, lead times, autocorrelation in demand, crosscorrelation between net stock and demand, negative demand, and the distribution of demand and net
stock. This paper presents a procedure for identifying the true fill rate obtained in the presence of
these complicating factors.

1.1.

Contribution

Our contribution is the exact expression for the long run fill rate under auto-correlated, possibly
negative demand. It is important to have an exact expression as errors can cause excessive inventory
investments or over-optimistic fill rate guidance. Indeed, when demand is negatively or strongly
positively auto-correlated excessive fill rates are achieved indicating that an opportunity to reduce
safety stocks exists. We extend the definition of the fill rate to be compatible with negative demand.
It is a generalisation of the common fill rate definition and will produce identical results for nonnegative demand.

Existing fill rate measures provide nonsensical results in the presence of negative demand—either
fill rates of over 100% or below 0%. Additionally, simulation results can differ significantly from
theoretical guidance. Our proposed approach is mathematically correct and numerically accurate,
and gives logical and consistent results. The solution reduces to the identification of the distribution
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Figure 1. Our contribution to the fill rate literature
of the minimum of two normally distributed correlated random variables. This distribution has an
exact solution, but no closed form solution exists. However the problem is amenable to numerical
methods. For practical work we provide an Excel Add-in for calculating the true fill rate. We highlight
the research gaps and our contribution to the field in Figure 1.

1.2.

Motivation

Demand patterns can be both auto-correlated and possibly negative. For example, Figure 2 illustrates
a consumer electronics product with a demand that is approximately normally distributed but is not
independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) as there are clear rising and falling trends. It has weekly
demand with a mean demand of 146.6 and a standard deviation of 82.7. It also contains two negative
demands. Negative demand in a period indicates that the returns from customers are larger than those
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delivered. The fitted normal distribution in the density plot has a mean of 150.2 and a standard
deviation of 76.7. This was determined by minimising the squared error in the density plot after
removing the two outliers that were more than three standard deviations from the mean.

Returns can be significant, particularly in industries such as books, consumer electronics and fashion
retailing. We have also noticed that when a large batch of raw materials is checked out of stores and
only partially used in production during a period, the remaining raw materials can be returned to the
stores in a following period. This procedure can result in a negative demand being recorded in the
latter period. Stock adjustments to correct accumulated recording errors can also result in negative
demand. Johnson et al. (1995) provide further justification for negative demands.

Figure 2. A real-life demand pattern with returns from the consumer electronics industry
Practical fill rate targets are most likely to be above 50%. However, it is mathematically plausible
fill rate targets could be anywhere between 0–100%. Sapra, Troung and Zhang (2010) discuss the
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inventory withholding strategies of fashion and luxury manufacturers and retailers. This sector has
experimented with limiting supply and creating waiting lists to generate a sense of scarcity and
exclusivity that may over time increase both the demand volume and the sale price that can be
commanded. Here low fill rates are purposely targeted.

1.3.

Summary of results

We explore the fill rate in a setting with normally distributed, auto-regressive moving average
demands (Box and Jenkins, 1976). We assume that inventory is managed by a linear, discrete time,
order-up-to (OUT) replenishment policy and that lead times are arbitrary but constant. We develop
our measure analytically and verify its performance via simulation. This reveals that our fill rate is
more robust than previous ones, giving accurate predictions over the whole range of fill rates, for any
proportion of negative demand, for both i.i.d. and auto-correlated demands. Numerical investigations
reveal that our approach is particularly useful when the probability of negative demands is large and
fill rates near 100% or 0% are required.

1.4

Structure of the paper

The structure of this paper is as follows. Section 2 reviews literature and highlights the research gap.
Section 3 reviews background knowledge of the normal distribution and the distribution of the
minimum of two correlated normally distributed random variables. Section 4 considers two fill rate
measures from the literature and adapts them for auto-correlated demand. Section 5, the main
contribution of the paper, presents a new fill rate measure that is able to cope with normally distributed,
possibly negative, correlated demand. In section 6 we illustrate the use of our new fill rate measure
for the case of first order auto-regressive moving average (ARMA(1,1)) demand. Section 7 compares
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the performance of three fill rate measures, first analytically and then numerically. Section 8
concludes and reflects upon managerial implications.

2.

Literature review

We are interested in the fill rate for a single item at a single echelon in a supply chain. This is
sometimes referred to as item fill rate, volume fill rate, unit fill rate, or the immediate fill rate
(Guijarro Tarradellas, Cardós and Babiloni, 2012). It is different to the order fill rate, which applies
to the proportion of fulfilled customer orders that may consist of multiple products (Larsen and
Thorstenson, 2014). Schneider (1981), Johnson et al. (1995), Silver and Bischak (2011) and Guijarro
Tarradellas, Cardós and Babiloni (2012) provide literature reviews of the fill rate.

The first fill rate measure in the literature is likely to be Hadley and Whitin (1963: p217), although it
was not called the fill rate therein. Schneider (1981) reviewed two fill rate measures. The traditional
fill rate measure that is common in most text books and a corrected fill rate measure that prevents the
double counting of backlogs. Johnson et al. (1995) discussed the double counting issue in fill rate
expressions in periodic inventory systems. They identify further issues with stochastic lead-times and
order crossovers and discuss the issue of normally distributed, possibly negative, i.i.d. demands. They
also considered the link between periodic and continuous review systems. Silver, Pyke and Peterson
(1998) and Silver and Bischak (2011) report of another early fill rate derivation by de Kok (2002).

Sobel (2004) studied a fill rate for general demand distributions, assuming positive and i.i.d. demand.
Citing Sobel directly “When demand is normally distributed, the new expressions yield an exact
formula … that can be calculated using only the standard normal distribution and density functions”.
Zhang and Zhang (2007) extended Sobel’s approach to arbitrary review periods. Teunter (2009)
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presented a shorter derivation of a fill rate measure. Instead of calculating the expected fraction of
demand over an infinite horizon, due to the renewal property, he showed a fill rate calculation in a
single arbitrary period is sufficient. Assuming positive demand, the expected demand satisfied
immediately can be written as the expected inventory on-hand after the order arrived in a period minus
the expected inventory on-hand at the end of this period. Kwon, Kim and Baek (2006) considered
serial inventory systems where demand is assumed to be normally distributed. The authors discussed
the traditional fill rate and the work of Johnson et al. (1995), but recommended the use of the
expression derived by Sobel (2004) for normally distributed demand. They also considered a multistage supply chain. Silver and Bischak (2011) provide an intuitive derivation of the fill rate expression
under normally distributed i.i.d. demand. They avoid double counting by restricting the amount of
backlog if the total demand is larger than the order up to level.

In summary, it is usual in the fill rate literature to assume i.i.d. stochastic demand, which is commonly
modelled as a Poisson, Erlang, normal, gamma or binomial distribution. Most research in this field
develops fill rate expressions assuming the demand is positive. Normally distributed demand is used
to find attractive expressions under the assumption that negative demand has a negligible influence.
We adapt Sobel’s expression for normal demand to find an approximation of the fill rate in the
correlated demand case. We also adapt the traditional fill rate for correlated demand. However our
main contribution is the exact fill rate for auto-correlated, normally distributed, possibly negative
demand case. We obtain this by a new approach based on the distribution of the minimum of bivariate,
correlated normal random variables.
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3.

Preliminary matter

To investigate the influence of auto-correlated demand on the fill rate we have made a number of
assumptions. We assume that demand is normally distributed and the inventory control system is
described by linear difference equations. As such, all system variables will be normally distributed
and can take on real values between  and  . Thus, it is useful to define certain relationships
associated with the normal distribution. The probability density function (pdf) of the standard normal
distribution of a variable x is

  x   exp   x 2 2 

2 .

(1)

The cumulative distribution function (cdf) of the standard normal distribution is given by,



  x      z  dz  1  erf  x

x

2 



2.

(2)

The standard normal loss function is given by,
L  x      z   z  x  dz    x   x 1    x  .


(3)

x

Cain (1994) and Nadarajah and Kotz (2010) build upon Basu and Ghosh (1978) and Nagaraja and
Mohan (1982) to provide the following expression for the pdf of the minimum of two normally
distributed, correlated random variables,

min  x    x    x ,
where   x   11  
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with

and  2 ,  2  being the mean and standard deviation of x1 and x2 respectively. Equation

(4) also contains the Pearson correlation co-efficient  , 1     cov  x1 , x2   1 2    1 which
captures the correlation between the normally distributed random variables x1 and x2 . The maximum
operator,  x   max  x, 0  and the expectation operator, E  x   x are also used.
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4.

Existing fill rate measures

We consider two fill rate measures from the literature. First, the traditional fill rate measure which is
known to be an approximation as it ignores the double counting problem, Cachon and Terwiesch
(2006: p391). Second, the fill rate measure from Sobel (2004), which is exact when demand is positive.
We first provide, for both cases, the fill rate expressions under i.i.d. normally distributed demand.
Then we show how one might adjust these two measures to accommodate auto-correlated normally
distributed demand processes.

4.1

The traditional fill rate measure

Cachon and Terwiesch (2006: p198, p257) outline the common approach to calculating the fill rate
as

T  1  E  nst   E  dt  .





(5)

Like Johnson et al. (1995), we term it the ‘traditional’ fill rate and use the subscript T to denote this
measure. In (5) nst is the net stock in time period t (net stock is the inventory on-hand minus
backlogged demand) and dt is the demand. Equation (5) computes the expected inventory short,
rather than the expected unfulfilled demand and as such this measure is an approximation (Hadley
and Whitin, 1963; Johnson et al., 1995). The shortage is accumulative and backlogs can persist in
the system for more than one period, leading to a double counting problem when the lead time is
positive. In periods where the backlog exceeds demand, some of the backlogged quantity must have
incurred in a previous period. In such periods, the unfulfilled demand is only the current demand, not
the current backlog. Due to this double counting, the expected backlog overestimates the missed
demand. This causes (5) to become a lower bound of the true fill rate. Practically this means that the
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safety stock guidance is too high, recommending an excessive investment in safety stock.
Nevertheless the traditional fill rate is reasonably accurate when the fill rate is near 100% and when
the probability of negative demands is negligible. However, when the achieved fill rate is more
modest, the errors can become large and, in extreme cases, this measure can become negative—a
nonsensical result. Attempts to adjust this measure for the double counting of backlogs can be found
in the literature (Schneider, 1981; Johnson et al., 1995; Sobel, 2004; Silver and Bischak, 2011).

We assume that the linear order-up-to (OUT) policy with minimum mean square error (MMSE)
forecasting is present. Under i.i.d. demand drawn from a normal distribution with mean  d and
standard deviation  d , the net stock, nst , is normally distributed with expected value of  ns and
standard deviation  ns  1  T p  d . Here Tp is the replenishment lead time. In this case, the standard
normal loss function for the expected backlog holds. The traditional fill rate then becomes

T  1  1  Tp  d L  ns






1  Tp  d   d


(6)

The net stock and demand are linked together via nst  nst 1  d t  ot  T 1 , the inventory balance
p 
equation. Here o t is the order placed at time t. Notice that the traditional fill rate is only valid for
i.i.d. demand. To account for auto-correlated demand (or other forecasting and/or replenishment
policies), a natural extension of (5) would be,

T*  1   ns L  ns  ns  d .

(7)

Equation (7) is an important contribution which we will investigate further in Section 7. Notice that
(7) is different from (6). Equation (6) assumes i.i.d. demand and sets the variance of the net stock to

 d2 1  T p  . Equation (7) acknowledges that the variance of the net stock levels,  ns2 could take a
different form. In fact, with ARIMA type demand, MMSE forecasting, and the linear OUT policy,
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the variance of the net stock is given by  ns2   2  np0
T

  d  , Gaalman and Disney (2009). Here
2

n

t 0

t

 2 is the variance of the error—the white noise driving the demand process—and dt is the auto-

covariance function of demand at lag t. dt is also equivalent to the impulse response of the demand
process, Gaalman and Disney (2012). Equation (7) takes the influence of the correlated demand on
the variance of the net stock levels into account and we use the star in  T* to draw attention to this.

4.2.

Sobel’s fill rate

Sobel (2004) considered that the fulfilled demand in a period is given by





(8)

ft  min dt ,  nst  dt  ,


where nst  d t is the net stock after the orders placed Tp  1 periods ago have been received, but
before the demand has been satisfied. The term  nst  d t  reflects the on-hand inventory available


after the order arrived to satisfy demand in a given period. Then the fulfilled demand is simply the
minimum of the period’s demand and our ability to satisfy it. This approach avoids the doublecounting problem. Sobel then defines the fill rate as

 S  E  f t  E  dt  .

(9)

The subscript S (not to be confused with the order-up-to level S) denotes the Sobel fill rate, which is
exact when demand is i.i.d. and always positive. Sobel (2004) derives an expression for the fill rate
from the cumulative distribution of the demand over the lead time and review period minus the
cumulative distribution of demand over the lead time, both with an upper limit of the order up to level,
S   ns   d T p  1 . S is a constant order up to level. This expression is applied to gamma and
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normally distributed demand. As we consider the normal demand we show Sobel’s fill rate expression
for normal i.i.d. demand (translated into the notation of this paper),





 S  d1    x  S  ns  d   ns  d     x  S  ns   ns  dx .
0
S

(10)

The OUT policy will, under i.i.d. demand, produce an expected net stock  ns and standard deviation
of the net stock  ns  1  T p  d . The expected value and standard deviation of  nst  d t  satisfy

ns  d  ns  d and  ns  d   d Tp . In (10) the first cdf also equals the inventory on-hand after the
order has been arrived at the beginning of the cycle, and the second cdf equals the inventory at the
end of the cycle, Teunter (2009).  S is the complement of the proportion of unfulfilled demand to
the mean demand. The expected unfulfilled demand is the difference between the expected shortage
during the lead time and review period and the expected shortage during the lead time. Sobel (2004)
also provides a lengthy expression for  S , which is based on standard normal pdf and cdf functions.
Using just the standard normal loss function we derived a compact fill rate expression,





1
1




 
ns  d L    ns  d  ns  d    L   d Tp  ns  d   


*
1
 S  d 
.
1
1




  ns L   ns  ns    L  d Tp  1  ns  








(11)

This expression can be used for i.i.d. as well as correlated demand when the standard deviations of

 ns ,  ns d  are appropriately updated. In (11) we have again used the star notation in

 S* to highlight

that the consequences of non-i.i.d. demand are accounted for. We investigate the performance of (10)
and (11) in Section 7. As (10) and (11) deems negative demand to be fulfilled in extreme cases,

 S  0% can occur, see case 1 in Table 2.
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5.

Fill rates with auto-correlated normally distributed, possibly negative, demand

Johnson et al. (1995) and Guijarro Tarradellas, Cardós and Babiloni (2012) argue that the condition
for positive demand during a cycle must be explicitly taken into account to correctly determine the
fill rate. We relax the assumption of non-negative demand, by letting negative demands denote net
returns from customers. Since negative demands should not count towards the fulfilled demand, we
define the fulfilled demand, f t  as,



ft   min  dt  ,  dt  nst 




   min d , d  ns  .


t

t

(12)

t

In (12), the demand that can be satisfied in a single period is  d t  , which becomes zero for negative


demand. The term  nst  d t  deals with the double counting issue. This implies that if the net stock


at the end of the period is positive, then all demand must have been satisfied. If demand was negative
(due to returns), then the fulfilled demand is zero. If the net stock was negative at the end of the period,
then the fulfilled demand in the period is equal to the positive part of the sum of the demand and the
net stock at the end of the period. We use the superscript in f t  to make clear that we have accounted
for negative demand.

Demand
during the
period

Fulfilled
demand, f t 

Net stock at the end of the period

nst  0

nst  0

dt  0

ft   dt   dt 

dt  0

ft   0   dt 





f t    nst  d t 
ft   0   dt 





Table 1. Logic table to determine the fulfilled demand
The logic behind (12) can be verified with Table 1, describing fulfilled demand for all possible
combinations of positive/negative demand and positive/negative net stock levels. For example, if the
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net stock position at the end of the period was 2 and demand was 10, then 8 units of demand were
satisfied immediately. However if the net stock level was 12 at the end of the period and demand
was 10, then none of the current demand could have been satisfied.

The fill rate definition needs to be stated carefully when demand can be negative. We let the fill rate,

 * , reflect the proportion of immediately satisfied demand to the demand that can be satisfied. This
is consistent with the established fill rate definition, as it is only possible to satisfy positive demand.
With this definition, the fill rate is

 *  E  ft   E  dt   .





(13)

We consider a linear inventory system and stationary ARMA demand. This implies that all variables
are linear, unbounded and normally distributed. In the linear OUT policy the orders are solely a
function of the inventory and the state of the demand process at time t and the distributions of nst
and ( dt  nst ) are time-invariant.

Recall from Section 3 the pdf of the minimum of two normally distributed, correlated random
variables. Let the minimum in (12) be x  min dt , dt  nst  . Due to the normal distribution of both
variables,   x   . Also, the positive component of (12) equals f t   x  . Thus, the expected
value of f t  satisfies

E  f t     x  min  x  dx ,


0

(14)

and  * can be expressed as
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 x    x   dx


 
*





0

 x    x   dx


min

0

x   x  d   d  dx
1
d



0

min

.

 d L  d  d   d

(15)

Equation (15)—the main result of this paper—can be obtained using the following approach: In the
numerator, the pdf of min dt , dt  nst  is given by min  x  . Integrating xmin  x  over positive x
captures the expected fulfilled demand,

 x   x dx  E  min d , d


0

min

expected value of the positive demand  d L  d  d   d 

t





0

t


 nst     E  ft   . The



x d1  x   d   d  dx  E  d t  



is given in the denominator.

For general correlated demand there does not appear to be an easily obtainable solution to the integral
in the numerator of (15), see Basu and Ghosh (1978). Thus, we need numerical techniques to calculate

 * . This is easy to do using mathematical software, such as Matlab or Mathematica. We have also
developed a Microsoft Excel Add-in (the source code is provided in Appendix A) for practical use in
the absence of specialist software.

The Pearson correlation coefficient in (15) is represented by   cov  nst  dt , dt   ns  d  d  . The
covariance is easily obtained from the product of the demand and the (net stock + demand) impulse
responses of the system. The impulse response of i.i.d. demand is,

d 0  1 otherwise t , dt  0

(16)

and for the OUT policy, ns0  d 0  0 , implying that  = 0. This may not be the case for non-i.i.d.
demand or if a different forecasting and replenishment system is used. In the next section, we will
show how to compute nst  d t and  for an ARMA(1,1) demand process with MMSE forecasts.
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6.

ARMA(1,1) demand and the correlation between net stock and demand

Moving from the general situation to a specific case, we consider the linear OUT policy reacting to
ARMA(1,1) demand. This allows us to illustrate how to evaluate the three fill rate measures.
ARMA(1,1) demand has been found to represent long life cycle products, such as home care products
(Disney et al. 2006), fuel, food products and machine tools (Nahmias, 1993). The mean centred
ARMA(1,1) demand (Box and Jenkins, 1976) is described as,

dt  d    dt 1  d    t 1   t ,



(17)



where  t  N 0,  2 is an i.i.d. normally distributed random variable with a mean of zero and a
variance of  2 . The mean demand is  d , 1    1 is the auto-regressive parameter and 1    1
is the moving average parameter. When    an i.i.d. white noise demand pattern is produced.

To preserve normality of the system variables, we assume the existence of a linear OUT
replenishment system, allowing one to obtain the mean and variance of the system state states. Thus,
negative inventory levels represent backlogs, negative demand indicates net customer returns,
negative orders represent returns to suppliers, no capacity limits exist, and what was ordered is
received after a constant and known lead time. The system operates in discrete time, and all system
variables take continuous values. For example, inventory is observed, fill rates are measured and
orders are placed on integer moments of time, but orders and inventory can take on any value on the
real number line. This works well for products that are sold by volume, weight or length, but there
will be some quantization issues when units (single items or boxes / batches of items) are sold.
However, when the average demand becomes sufficiently large compared to the batch size this
quantization error becomes insignificant.
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The sequence of events is as follows: During the period, previously ordered goods are received and
demand is satisfied. At the end of each period inventory is observed, fill rates are measured and new
production (replenishment) orders are calculated, see Figure 3.

Figure 3. The sequence of events in the OUT policy
Box and Jenkins (1976) show that the impulse response of the ARMA(1,1) demand process is given
by,

dt   t 1     ,

(18)

from which the stationary variance of the demand (in steady state over an infinite time horizon) can
be easily be obtained,



 d2   2  t 0  t 1        2 1      1   
2



2

1

.

(19)

The linear OUT policy generates replenishment orders at time t,





T
T
ot  dˆt ,t Tp 1   ns   i p1 dˆt ,t i  nst   i p1 ot i ,

(20)

where, as before, T p is a nonnegative integer is the replenishment lead-time and  ns is the target net
stock—the expected value of the net stock.
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The OUT replenishment policy requires two forecasts (Hosoda and Disney, 2009). One of these
forecasts is a prediction of demand over lead-time,



Tp
i 1



Tp
i 1

dˆt ,t i , made at time t,

1
dˆt ,t  i  1   Tp  1      d t   d    t    d T p .

(21)

The other forecast is a prediction of the demand in the period after the lead-time, dˆt ,t Tp 1 , made at
time t,
T
dˆt ,t Tp 1   p   dt  d    t   d .

(22)

T
Note that the order-up-to level, S  dˆt ,t Tp 1   i p1 dˆt ,t  i  ns , is now a function of the dynamic

forecasts, which vary with the state of the demand process  dt ,  t  . However, the mean inventory,

ns , is still a constant as the forecast errors over the lead-time and review period are i.i.d. and timeinvariant. Finally, the net stock balance equation completes the OUT policy,

nst  nst 1  dt  ot T 1 ,
p

(23)

where nst is the net stock at time t and ot T 1 is the order placed Tp  1 periods ago. The '+1' is the
p
sequence of events delay, which is always present in discrete time systems. The impulse response of
the net inventory levels (Gaalman and Disney, 2009 and 2012) is given by,
     t  1 1   1  1 0  t  Tp ,
nst  
0
otherwise,


(24)

which we may use to find the stationary variance of the inventory levels,





 ns2   2  t 0      t  1 1     1
Tp

1



2



 T   1 2 2 1   Tp   1       2  2 2Tp     2     2  4  1 

 .
 
   p


2
3
3
   1

  1
  1 1   


2

(25)
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Notice (25) is non-decreasing in Tp . From (18) and (24) it is clear that,
     t  1 1   1  1   t 1     0  t  Tp ,
nst  d t  
 t 1    
otherwise.


(26)

From (26), as ns0  d 0  0 , the stationary (long run) variance of nst  dt can be calculated as,





 ns2  d   2   t 1      t  1 1     1   t 1       t T
Tp

1

2



      
t 1

p 1

2






2T p
2 2T
 T   1 2 2   1  Tp   
     p       2    2  1      






2 p



 
3
3
   12
 2 1
  1
  1 1   





  ,

(27)




which has two components. The first is due to the net stock and is a sum of random components over
the lead-time and review period. The second component, due to the demand, has random components
over the whole time horizon. The Pearson correlation coefficient,  , can be obtained using the
impulse responses (18) and (26) as well as the square root of the variances (19) and (27).

 ns  d  d     t 0  nst  dt  dt 


2 2T
   



1

2

p



     T

p



1 1 

T p 1

  1 1   
2



 

Tp



 .

(28)

Depending of the parameter values of the demand process, the correlation coefficient may influence
the fill rate, see Figure 4. We notice two (possibly three) curves with zero correlation. One of these
curves is the i.i.d. case where    . The correlation is positive and increasing when    . When

   the correlation is negative, first decreasing and then increasing to another curve of zero
correlation. Further to the right of the second curve, the correlation is positive and increasing. As the
lead-time increases, this interval becomes smaller. There is an also odd-even lead-time effect near

 ,   1 , resulting in an additional curve with zero correlation for even lead times. The industrially
prevalent ARMA(1,1) coefficients (Disney et al. 2006), {   0.5 ,   0.5 } exhibit a negative
correlation between d t and  dt  nst  .
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Figure 4. The Pearson correlation coefficient for the OUT policy under ARMA(1,1) demand

7.

Investigation of fill rate measures

In this section we investigate the performance of the three fill rate measures for auto-correlated
demand. First we consider the analytical performance of the measures for both i.i.d. and auto21
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correlated demand. Then we verify the performance of each measure by comparing the analytical fill
rate results to simulation outputs.

7.1. Analytical performance of the three fill rate measures
Let us investigate the performance of the various fill rate measures. Throughout section 7 we assume
the lead-time Tp  1 , and we have scaled the variance of the white noise process to ensure unit
demand variance unless otherwise stated. This allows for a fair comparison of the fill rate measures,
as different ARMA parameters produce demand with different variances (and hence, would have
different probabilities of negative demands).

First, consider the case of i.i.d. demand, see Figure 5. Here, the upper three plots detail the fill rate
with different d values, and the lower three plots highlight the difference between the true  * fill
rate, and the approximations, T ,  S  . As we are now considering i.i.d. demand there is no star in
the superscripts of T ,  S  . Here, the x-axis is  ns , the average net stock, highlighting the influence
of the safety stock on the fill rate. Negative  ns values are allowed and these do not necessarily imply





a negative order-up-to level, S. Recall, S   ns   d T p  1 implying that S  0 if ns  d Tp  1 .
We see that the traditional fill rate, T , is indeed a lower bound whose accuracy improves as the
probability of a backlog carrying over from one period to the next reduces when the fill rate
approaches 100%.  S does well when the probability of negative demand is low (when  d  3 ), but
it experiences noticeable errors when d  1 (where 15.8% of periods have negative demand), even
producing some negative fill rates. Notably  S drops below T in some settings. This is a
consequence of the negative demand as the following reasoning shows: When demand is non22
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negative  T   * (due to double counting of backlogs) and  S   * implying T   S . However
relaxing the assumption of non-negative demand leads to cases where these relationships no longer
hold. Thus, negative demand is a necessary, but not sufficient condition for T   * ,  S   * and

T   S (see also Table 2 in Section 7.2). An alternative explanation can be given as follows. The
traditional fill rate measure can be expressed as





T  d1  ns  d L   ns  d  ns1 d    ns L   ns ns1    ns  d L  ns  d  ns1 d  .

(29)

From (11) and (29) the difference  S  T can be obtained,





 S  T  d1  ns L  d 1  Tp   ns1    ns  d L  d Tp ns1 d    ns  d L  ns  d ns1 d  .

(30)

(30) can be both positive and negative and can be used to determine necessary and sufficient
conditions for  S  T . The first two terms are from the upper bound of S in Sobel’s integration, the
last is the correction for double counting of backlogs. The T* fill rate, despite its simplicity and
known issues with low fill rates, performs well for high fill rates.

Figure 5. OUT policy fill rates with unit variance normally distributed i.i.d. demands
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Figure 6 illustrates the case of ARMA(1,1) demand at   0.9, 0, 0.9 , with the mean demand

d  1,3 , a safety stock ns = 1 and a varying  . When d  3 , the probability of a period having
negative demand is 0.135%, and the three fill rate measures (see (7), (11) and (15)) that change with
the standard deviation of the net stock are so close that they cannot be distinguished from each other
in the first row of figures. There is, however, a slight difference for the two approximations T* ,  S*  .

Figure 6. OUT policy fill rates with unit variance normally distributed ARMA(1,1) demands

Sobel’s fill rate has the largest difference. The two fill rate measures based on incorrectly assuming
i.i.d. demand, T ,  S  , result in two indistinguishable horizontal lines invariant to the ARMA(1,1)
parameters, as they do not account for the autocorrelation in demand. This shows the importance of
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accounting for correlated demand in the fill rate measure. We can see that as   1 , the  * fill rate
approaches 100% and that there appears to be a minimum fill rate in  . Despite the probability of
negative demand remaining constant and that the influence of the demand correlation has been
factored into T* and  S* , both are further influenced by the cross-correlation between nst and

 nst  dt  . The differences  *  T ,  *   S  have not been plotted in the graphs in the second and
fourth rows, as they would dominate the figure. When d  1, the effect of the negative demand on
the differences  *   T ,  *   S  is larger than when  d  3 . The  S* measure often has the largest
difference with the true fill rate  * over the whole range of  in the Figure 6.

Figure 7 illustrates the effect of the demand parameters on the fill rate by showing a contour plot of

 * in the ARMA plane. Here, d  1,3 , ns  1 and  2 is scaled to ensure  d2  1 , so that we
have a constant probability of negative demand. Interestingly, there are instances of 100% fill rate
for   1,   0  . Despite returns inflating inventory levels (and one would expect, increasing fill
rates), we see that when the probability of negative demand is larger, the fill rate is lower. Furthermore,
the i.i.d. case has some of the lowest fill rates in the whole ARMA(1,1) parameter plane. Indeed, from
Figure 4 and Figure 7 we conclude that ARMA(1,1) demands with a positive Pearson correlation
coefficient generally have high fill rates. Practically this implies that when the demand
autocorrelation is ignored, there is a likely over-investment in inventory.
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Figure 7.  * fill rates maintained by the OUT policy with unit variance ARMA(1,1) demand with a
safety stock of ns = 1.

 

Figure 8. Safety stock requirements ns* to achieve 95% fill rate.
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Figure 8 illustrates safety stock requirements to achieve 95% fill rate under ARMA(1,1) demand
where  2 is scaled to ensure  ns2  1 as this normalizes a different influence on the fill rate. We see
that for i.i.d. demand, when    , the required safety stock is ns*  1.243,1.242 for  d  1,3 . As
revealed by Figure 8, safety stock requirements under ARMA demand that have been determined
using guidance derived from the i.i.d. demand formula result in excessive inventory holding if
demand is negative correlated     or strongly positively correlated   1 .

7.2. Numerical verification via simulation

In this section we present results from a simulation study to verify our analytical results and compare
the performance of the three fill rate measures. We simulated the linear OUT policy reacting to scaled
ARMA(1,1) demand patterns with unit variance for 10,000 periods and replicated our study 1,000
times; the average of these 1,000 replications are in Table 1. The parameter settings were chosen as
they were interesting parameter sets in their own right, or because they produced interesting results.
These numerical results confirm that  * measures the fill rate correctly under correlated, normally
distributed, possible negative demand, whereas the other established measures cannot consistently
achieve this. For example, we see that with a significant chance of negative demand (see Test 11),



*
T

,  S*  > 1, indicating impossible fill rates above 100%. For very low fill rates close to zero (see

Test 1), T* ,  S*  < 0; another impossible result. Tests 21 and 19 investigate an ARMA(1,1) demand
process close to the Integrated Moving Average demand pattern which would be optimally forecasted
by exponential smoothing (Box and Jenkins, 1976). Here, we can see that a high fill rate is achieved
and the T* ,  S*  measures perform quite well. The traditional fill rate, despite the double counting
issue, is at least consistent with its theoretical and simulation results. This is not so for Sobel’s fill
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rate which can give inconsistent theoretical and simulation results, even for i.i.d. demand–see Tests
1, 5, 9, 11, 13, 18, 19, 22.

The  * fill rate expression seems to be particularly useful when the probability of negative demand
is high as 6 of the 8 tests with d  1 (where some 15.8% of periods have negative demands) result
in T* and  S* with significant errors – see tests 1, 4, 5, 9, 13, 18, 19 and 22. If the consequences of
the demand correlation on the distribution of d t and  nst  d t  are properly taken into account then

 T* and  S* perform well. Together these insights imply  * should be used when negative demand
is frequent when the linear OUT policy assumptions are adopted.

8.

Concluding remarks

8.1.

Theoretical contributions

Motivated by a real life observation of demand we challenged the assumptions of i.i.d. positive
demand commonly used in the fill rate literature. We have explored the consequences of two fill rate
measures from the literature under auto-correlated normally distributed demand. We have also
presented a new fill rate measure based on the distribution of the minimum of two correlated normally
distributed random variables. We compared our new fill rate measure to the two existing
measures. When the mean demand is large in comparison to the standard deviation (i.e., negative
demand is negligible), all fill rate measures work reasonably well when operating near 100% fill rate.
The impact of the demand autocorrelation can be easily accounted for by simply updating the variance
expression in the existing solution approaches. However when the probability of negative demand
becomes larger we recommend that our exact fill rate measure is used.
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1
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1
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3
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-2
-2
0
0
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-1
-0.2
0.5
0
3
0
1
1
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
3
5
1

0
0
0.9
0.7
0
0.7
0.7
0.3
0
0.7
0
-0.5
0
0.5
0.7
0
0.5
0
0.99
0.9
0.99
0
0
-0.98

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
-0.9
0
0
0
0
0
0.1
0.5
0
-0.9
0
0.7
-0.5
0.7
0
0
0.99

Trad. fill rate, T*
Simulation
( Eq 5)
-1.049922
0.3166355
0.331786
0.438129
0.4357787
0.576125
0.600554
0.64733
0.651209
0.718812
1.0042853
0.806879
0.80062
0.87673
0.9240384
0.9334444
0.9383143
0.949637
0.973914
0.9881204
0.991278
0.9913637
0.9999749
1

Theory
(Eq 7)
-1.05025
0.316582
0.331512
0.43808
0.43581
0.576524
0.600709
0.647384
0.650911
0.719042
1.004312
0.806862
0.800359
0.876684
0.923995
0.933453
0.93822
0.949745
0.973854
0.988115
0.991284
0.991377
0.999976
1

Sobel fill rate,  S*
Simulation
(Eq 9)
-0.02522
0.344353
0.352432
0.488322
0.511815
0.583828
0.601851
0.647759
0.677545
0.720782
1.00107
0.808587
0.807976
0.876535
0.923994
0.933422
0.938292
0.950261
0.972867
0.987578
0.991214
0.991691
0.999871
1

Theory
(Eq 11)
0
0.344227
0.353047
0.487507
0.486065
0.582773
0.60172
0.648514
0.647157
0.719511
-0.03359
0.806865
0.775789
0.875411
0.923899
0.933329
0.938221
0.917067
0.901089
0.988077
0.991171
0.958323
0.99985
0.999901

Proposed fill rate,  *
Simulation
(Eq 13)
0.053738
0.344454
0.352789
0.527709
0.549456
0.585581
0.60175
0.649216
0.702499
0.721672
0.739968
0.809445
0.822962
0.877312
0.924053
0.933459
0.938327
0.953847
0.977039
0.988118
0.991275
0.992036
0.999975
1

Theory
(Eq 15)
0.053713
0.344423
0.353084
0.527607
0.54943
0.585569
0.601789
0.649219
0.70228
0.721176
0.737554
0.809431
0.82277
0.877285
0.924
0.933464
0.938228
0.953925
0.977172
0.988117
0.991287
0.992046
0.999976
1

Table 2. Numerical verification of the three fill rate measures

8.2.

Managerial implications

Demand autocorrelation can have both a positive and negative influence on fill rate. When demand
is negatively, or strongly positively correlated and safety stocks have been set using guidance based
on i.i.d. demand, the fill rates actually achieved is higher than expected (see Figure 8), implying an
overinvestment in inventory. When demand is weakly positively correlated, and safety stocks have
been set using i.i.d. demand guidance, the fill rate decreases. In cases where there could be negative
demand, irrespective of the autocorrelation in demand, we recommend that our new fill rate  * is
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used, either in the form of (13) for time series evaluation or in the form of (15) in target
setting/analytical work. This measure avoids over investment in inventory and ensures target fill rates
are met.
Practically, most enterprise software systems keep good records over time of demand and receipts,
but historical records of inventory are seldom kept. This has to be calculated via the inventory balance
equation. The same issue likely exists for the variable ( nst  dt ). This means that new reporting and
record keeping mechanisms may be needed. The only other factor we need to accommodate with the
new fill rate measure is to calculate the Pearson correlation co-efficient between the variables

dt , nst  dt  . This can be found in Excel as the CORREL function and used as an input into our Excel
Add-in in Appendix A for numerical work. To find the optimal safety stock requirements in an
inventory management policy, the Goal Seek function in the What-If Analysis menu of Excel can be
used. The fill rate cell can be set to a specific target by changing ns  d . Note that the safety stock is
then given by  ns   ns  d   d .

8.3.

Further work

Future work could investigate the performance of the expressions in Silver and Bischak (2011) and
Johnson et al. (1995). We could explore this new fill rate measure for other replenishment policies
such as the proportional OUT policy (Disney and Towill, 2003), or the full-state policy (Gaalman,
2006). The consequences of non-MMSE forecasting methods may also be practically important and
worthy of exploration (Li, Disney and Gaalman, 2014). Investigations on the inverse of our new fill
rate measure could also be undertaken, perhaps along the lines of the analysis in Cardόs and Babiloni
(2011). Finally, the link between fill rates and availability (p1) could be further explored in the case
of auto-correlated demand.
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Appendix A. An Excel Add-in for determining the fill rate

An Excel Add-in that uses the moments of the minimum of bivariate normal random variables (Cain,
1994) and Romberg’s method (Anon, 2012) to numerically estimate the definite integral in (15)
between

 

a  f  y   b; a   f  y   6 f  y 
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(A1)

is given below in Table A1. Romberg’s method was chosen due to its stability and accuracy. In big
O notation, the error for estimate R  n, m  is O

b  a  2   where a, b is given in (A1) and
n

2 m 2

n, m  10 in the VBA code in Table A1. When the code below is cut and pasted into an Excel
function module, the expression '=Fillrate( ns  d ,  ns  d , d ,  d ,  )' is available in Excel.
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VBA code required to determine the fill rate
Option Explicit
Function fy(mu1 As Double, sigma1 As Double, mu2 As Double, sigma2 As Double, rho As Double, y As Double)
Dim f1part, f2part As Double
f1part = ((-(y - mu2) / sigma2) + rho * ((y - mu1) / sigma1)) / ((1 - rho ^ 2) ^ 0.5)
f2part = ((-(y - mu1) / sigma1) + rho * ((y - mu2) / sigma2)) / ((1 - rho ^ 2) ^ 0.5)
fy = (1 / sigma1) * WorksheetFunction.NormDist((y - mu1) / sigma1, 0, 1, False) * WorksheetFunction.NormDist(f1part, 0, 1, True) +
(1 / sigma2) * WorksheetFunction.NormDist((y - mu2) / sigma2, 0, 1, False) * WorksheetFunction.NormDist(f2part, 0, 1, True)
End Function
Function Fillrate(mu1 As Double, sigma1 As Double, mu2 As Double, sigma2 As Double, rho As Double)
Dim R(10, 10) , h, f, a, b, m1, m2, theta, y, var, s, d As Double
Dim n, m, k As Integer
theta = (sigma2 ^ 2 - 2 * rho * sigma1 * sigma2 + sigma1 ^ 2) ^ 0.5
m1 = mu1 * WorksheetFunction.NormDist((mu2 - mu1) / theta, 0, 1, True) + mu2 * WorksheetFunction.NormDist((mu1 - mu2) / theta,
0, 1, True) - theta * WorksheetFunction.NormDist((mu2 - mu1) / theta, 0, 1, False)
m2 = (sigma1 ^ 2 + mu1 ^ 2) * WorksheetFunction.NormDist((mu2 - mu1) / theta, 0, 1, True) + (sigma2 ^ 2 + mu2 ^ 2) *
WorksheetFunction.NormDist((mu1 - mu2) / theta, 0, 1, True) - (mu1 + mu2) * theta * WorksheetFunction.NormDist((mu2 - mu1) /
theta, 0, 1, False)
var = m2 - m1 ^ 2
If m1 - 6 * var ^ 0.5 < 0 Then
a=0
Else
a = m1 - 6 * var ^ 0.5
End If
If m1 + 6 * var ^ 0.5 < 0 Then
b=0
Else
b = m1 + 6 * var ^ 0.5
End If
For n = 0 To 10
h = (b - a) / 2 ^ n
If n = 0 Then
R(0, 0) = 0.5 * (b - a) * (fy(mu1, sigma1, mu2, sigma2, rho, a) * a + fy(mu1, sigma1, mu2, sigma2, rho, b) * b)
Else
For m = 0 To n
If m = 0 Then
s=0
For k = 1 To 2 ^ (n - 1)
s = s + fy(mu1, sigma1, mu2, sigma2, rho, a + (2 * k - 1) * h) * (a + (2 * k - 1) * h)
Next k
R(n, m) = 0.5 * R(n - 1, 0) + h * s
Else
R(n, m) = R(n, m - 1) + (1 / (4 ^ m - 1)) * (R(n, m - 1) - R(n - 1, m - 1))
End If
Next m
End If
Next n
d = 0.5 * (mu2 + Exp(-(mu2 ^ 2 / (2 * sigma2 ^ 2))) * sigma2 * 0.797884560802865 + mu2 * (2 *
Application.WorksheetFunction.NormDist((mu2 / sigma2), 0, 1, True) - 1))
If Abs(R(9, 9) - R(10, 10)) > 0.000000001 Then
Fillrate = “The integral has not converged to within 0.000000001”
Else
Fillrate = R(10, 10) / d
End If
End Function

Table A1. VBA code for the fill rate with correlated normally distributed demands
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